1. Introduction

The term “saponin” includes a great variety of natural surfactants, found in more than 500 plant species. The saponins are inverted to common surfactants (having a hydrophilic head group and a hydrophobic tail), since they consist of a hydrophobic head group, called aglycone, and one or several hydrophilic oligosaccharide (sugar) chains. Saponins have strong surface activity and are used as natural emulsifiers and foaming agents in food and beverage, pharmaceutical, ore processing, and other industries. Many saponins form adsorption layers at the air–water interface with extremely high surface elasticity and viscosity. The molecular origin of the observed unique interfacial visco-elasticity of saponin adsorption layers is of great interest from both scientific and application viewpoints. In the current study we demonstrate that the hydrophobic phase in contact with water has a very strong effect on the interfacial properties of saponins and that the interfacial elasticity and viscosity of the saponin adsorption layers decrease in the order: air > hexadecane > tricaprylin. The molecular mechanisms behind these trends are analyzed and discussed in the context of the general structure of the surfactant adsorption layers at various nonpolar phase–water interfaces.
observed dependence was proposed and the question whether the same trend holds for other saponins and for shear deformation remained open.

Similar effects of the non-polar phase on the rheological properties of adsorption layers of other types of surfactants were reported by several groups.\textsuperscript{27–31} For example, Benjamins \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{30} found that the surface dilatational elasticity of adsorption layers of globular proteins decreases in the order: air > tetradecane > triglyceride. The same trend was reported for other proteins by several groups.\textsuperscript{27,30,31} A similar effect was reported by Garofalakis and Murray\textsuperscript{28} for monolayers of nonionic low-molecular-mass surfactants, when comparing air–water and tetradecane–water interfaces. These results are usually explained in the literature by reduced attraction between the adsorbed surfactant molecules, due to their solvation by the oil molecules at the oil–water interface.

Interestingly, for polymer adsorption layers an opposite effect was reported by Camino \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{29} higher surface elasticity was measured at the triglyceride–water interface, compared to the air–water interface. This result was also explained by the formation of a mixed oil–polymer adsorption layer, which is more visco-elastic, due to the (assumed) strong attraction between the oil molecules and the hydrophobic segments of the polymer molecules.

For all types of surfactant systems (including the mixed surfactant + cosurfactant systems, often used in various applications) one could envisage two possible, conceptually different explanations for the effect of the non-polar phase on the adsorption layer properties. The first mechanism implies a direct intercalation of the oil molecules in between the adsorbed surfactant molecules, thus modifying the molecular interactions within the adsorption layer (Fig. 1A and B). The second mechanism assumes partial dissolution of surfactant molecules into the oily phase (Fig. 1C and D). In both cases, the result is a decreased density of the surfactant adsorption layers and reduced cohesion between the adsorbed molecules (unless a strong specific attraction with oil molecules is assumed, as in ref. 29). The first mechanism is expected to be relevant for globular proteins, due to their low solubility in oil. The second mechanism is expected to be relevant to systems containing low-molecular-mass nonionic surfactants, because of their non-negligible solubility in the oily phase.

For saponins, which are the main subject of the current study, it is entirely unclear in advance which of these mechanisms could occur, due to the lack of essential information about their interfacial rheological properties and their solubility in oil. Furthermore, a given saponin extract usually contains molecules with different numbers of attached saccharide residues, \textit{viz.} such extracts are surfactant mixtures containing molecules with different hydrophilic–lipophilic balances. The oily phase could dissolve most lipophilic components in the saponin extracts, thus effectuating the mechanism illustrated in Fig. 1D. The latter effect could be particularly important also for another very important class of surfactant systems, namely the mixtures of ionic + nonionic surfactants (\textit{e.g.} a mixture of ionic surfactant + fatty alcohol or fatty acid) which are widely used in scientific studies\textsuperscript{32–37} and in various applications to control the surface mobility and dynamic properties of foams.

The main purpose of the current study is to investigate systematically the effect of the hydrophobic phase on the interfacial rheological properties of saponin adsorption layers and to explain the observed trends. We studied a series of eleven saponin extracts,\textsuperscript{8} which differ significantly in their molecular structure – in the type of aglycone and in the number of oligosaccharide chains. Adsorption layers at the air–water, hexadecane–water and tricaprylin–water interfaces are compared. Hexadecane is chosen as a representative of typical non-polar oils, whereas tricaprylin is chosen as a representative of moderately “polar” triglyceride oils, relevant to food and pharmaceutical applications.

We have chosen to compare the shear (not dilatational) rheological properties of the adsorption layers, because the shear deformation does not change the area per molecule. Therefore, this type of measurement emphasizes the role of intermolecular interactions, by excluding their interference with the changes in the area per molecule and the related adsorption–desorption processes, which occur in dilational surface deformation.

The current study reveals a strong effect of the hydrophobic phase on the interfacial rheological properties of saponin layers. The molecular mechanisms behind the observed trends are explained, and the relevance of the two possible explanations (Fig. 1) to other surfactant systems of general interest is discussed. Besides, the obtained results demonstrate that the saponins can be used as a coherent series of surfactant systems which covers a very wide range of interfacial rheological properties.
properties. Therefore, they are particularly suitable for systematic investigation of the (still elusive) relationship between the interfacial rheological properties and the foaming and emulsifying properties of surfactants.

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 gives brief information on the materials and methods used. Section 3 presents the main results and their discussion. Section 4 summarizes the main conclusions.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

We studied 11 saponin extracts, obtained from 10 different plants – see ESI† for the molecular structure and the basic physico-chemical properties of the saponins studied. Most of the saponins (8 out of 11) have a triterpenoid hydrophobic backbone – escin (ES), horse chestnut extract (HC), Tea Saponin (TS), Berry Saponin Concentrate (BSC), Sapindin (Sap), Quillaja Dry (QD), ginsenosides (GS) and Ayurvedic Saponin Concentrate (ASC). The other saponins – Tribulus terrestris (TT), fenusterols (FS) and foamation dry (FD) – have a steroid hydrophobic backbone. A single extract may contain different saponin molecules which share the same aglycone while having different oligosaccharide chains. These chains may differ in number, length or composition (type of sugar residues). Most extracts contained between 25 and 50 wt% saponins. Exceptions were tea saponin, escin, and ginsenosides, which were of higher purity (>80%). Only one of the studied saponins (escin) was a single pure chemical product of Sigma: escin (type II); cat. num. E1378, CAS number 6805-41-0, molecular formula C54H84O23.

All experiments were performed with solutions containing 0.5 wt% saponin and the deformation of the adsorption layer.
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We studied 11 saponin extracts, obtained from 10 different plants – see ESI† for the molecular structure and the basic physico-chemical properties of the saponins studied. Most of the saponins (8 out of 11) have a triterpenoid hydrophobic backbone – escin (ES), horse chestnut extract (HC), Tea Saponin (TS), Berry Saponin Concentrate (BSC), Sapindin (Sap), Quillaja Dry (QD), ginsenosides (GS) and Ayurvedic Saponin Concentrate (ASC). The other saponins – Tribulus terrestris (TT), fenusterols (FS) and foamation dry (FD) – have a steroid hydrophobic backbone. A single extract may contain different saponin molecules which share the same aglycone while having different oligosaccharide chains. These chains may differ in number, length or composition (type of sugar residues). Most extracts contained between 25 and 50 wt% saponins. Exceptions were tea saponin, escin, and ginsenosides, which were of higher purity (>80%). Only one of the studied saponins (escin) was a single pure chemical product of Sigma: escin (type II); cat. num. E1378, CAS number 6805-41-0, molecular formula C54H84O23. All experiments were performed with solutions containing 0.5 wt% saponin and 10 mM NaCl. Note that all saponin extracts used in this study are highly soluble in water and that the used concentration is well below their solubility limit.

n-Hexadecane with a purity of 99% was obtained from Alfa Aesar (cat. no. A10322; CAS 544-76-3). Tricaprylin (glyceryl tri-caprylate) with a purity of ≈99% was obtained from Sigma (cat. no. T9126; CAS 538-23-8). Both oils were used as received. Hexadecane and tricaprylin are abbreviated in the text as “C16” and “3C8”, respectively. The terms “hexadecane–water” and “tricaprylin–water” are abbreviated as “C16–W” and “3C8–W”, respectively.

According to literature data,28 the viscosity of n-hexadecane at 20 °C is 3.45 mPa s. The viscosity of tricaprylin at 20 °C was 20.2 mPa s, as measured with a rotational rheometer AR2000ex (TA Instruments), equipped with a cone and plate geometry with a cone radius of 6 cm and a cone angle of 0.3°.

2.2. Methods

The surface rheological properties were characterized using a double-wall ring (DWR)39 attached to an ARG2 rotational rheometer (TA Instruments). The rheometer provides information on the angle of rotation of the ring, Ω, and the torque, M, exerted on the ring. From these data and from the geometrical parameters of the setup, one can determine the surface stress and the deformation of the adsorption layer.

In the general case, one has to account for the coupling between the flows in the surface and the sub-surface layers, and the raw data for the torque should be corrected using a numerical procedure.39 However, if the adsorption layer has high surface viscosity, ηs, and the Boussinesq number, Bo ≫ 1, the analysis is greatly simplified, because the torque originates almost exclusively from the contribution of the surface stress. By definition, the Boussinesq number represents the ratio between the surface and sub-surface drags:

$$Bo = \frac{\eta_s (V/L_{s3}) P_5}{(\eta + \eta_0)/(V/L_k) A_s} = \frac{\eta_s}{(\eta + \eta_0)Q}$$

(1)

where η is the bulk viscosity of aqueous solution, η0 is the bulk oil viscosity, V is the characteristic flow velocity, and Ls and Lk are the characteristic length-scales over which the surface and sub-surface flows decay. P5 is the perimeter of the geometry in contact with the interface, As is the area of the geometry in contact with the bulk phase (solution and oil), and Q is a geometrical parameter. The value of Q for the DWR is ≈0.7 mm.39 In most of the experiments presented in the current paper, the Boussinesq number was Bo ≫ 1000 (viscoelastic layers) or Bo > 100 (viscous layers with relatively high ηs) – for these systems the torque on the tool is dominated by the surface stress. In such a case, taking into account that the DWR configuration is a 2D-analog of the double-wall rheometer, one can calculate the surface strain, γ, and surface stress, τ, via the relationships:41

$$\gamma = \frac{\Omega}{\Omega_{cR}} + 1 - \left(\frac{R_2}{R_1}\right)^2 \frac{\Omega}{\Omega_{cR}}$$

(2)

$$\tau = \frac{M}{2\pi (R_2^2 + R_3^2)}$$

(3)

here R2 and R3 are the inner and outer radii of the ring, while R1 and R4 are the inner and outer radii of the circular channel, respectively.

We subjected the saponin layers to rheological tests in oscillatory (amplitude sweep) and in creep-recovery shear deformation. All experiments were performed at 20 °C. Before each experiment, the studied adsorption layer was pre-sheared for 3 min at a shear rate of 103 s⁻¹ (11 rad s⁻¹). Next, the layer was left to age for a certain period (30 min) and the actual rheological measurements were performed.

In the amplitude sweep test we varied the strain amplitude, γA, from 0.01 to 20%, at constant frequency ω = 1 Hz. In the creep-recovery experiments we applied constant stress for a given creep time, tCRe = 100 s, and afterwards we monitored the relaxation of the deformation for 30 min. Experiments at different torque values were performed.

The experiments showed that the modulus of the viscoelastic saponin layers increased significantly with the time elapsed after the pre-shear of the layer, tₐ (for brevity, we call this period “time of layer aging”). To characterize the process of layer aging, we applied continuous oscillations of the adsorption layers for 12 h, at a very small strain amplitude (0.1%) and constant frequency (1 Hz). These measurements allowed us to...
monitor the evolution of the viscous and elastic moduli of the layers, as a function of their aging time, $t_A$.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Comparison of the rheological response of the adsorption layers formed at various hydrophobic phase–water interfaces

In our previous study, we showed that saponin extracts with the highest surface elastic moduli at the air–water interface were those of escin, tea saponins and berry saponins, all containing predominantly monodesmosidic triterpenoid saponins. Similarly, a high surface modulus was measured with the ginsenosides extract, containing bidesmosidic triterpenoid saponins with short sugar chains. An intermediate elastic modulus ($\approx 100 \text{ mN m}^{-1}$) and viscosity ($\approx 10 \text{ Pa m s}$) were measured with saponin extracted from *Quillaja saponaria*, containing bidesmosidic triterpenoid saponins with long sugar chains. The other saponin extracts (including all steroid saponins) showed a much lower or negligible surface elasticity at the air–water interface.

In the current study, we first compare all these extracts in creep-recovery experiments, with adsorption layers formed at hexadecane–water and tricaprylin–water interfaces, see Fig. 2. The same experimental conditions are used, as in our previous study – a torque of $1 \text{ mN m}$ was applied for $100 \text{ s}$, after $30 \text{ min}$ of layer aging. For better structuring the presentation, it is convenient to use the classification from our previous study, where the saponins were divided into several groups, depending on the type of rheological response of the adsorption layers, formed at the air–water interface:

(1) Group EV includes QD, BSC, TS, escin and GS saponins which form layers at the air–water interface with very high surface shear elasticity and viscosity. From these extracts only QD showed such a high elasticity and viscosity at all the three interfaces studied – see Fig. 2A, where the strain amplitude of the QD elastic adsorption layers is compared at various interfaces.

The adsorption layers of escin and tea saponin extracts exhibit a similar visco-elastic response at air–water and hexadecane–water interfaces, whereas no elasticity and very low viscosity at the tricaprylin–water interface were observed, cf. Fig. 2B and D.

The adsorption layer of GS showed no elasticity and very low viscosity at both the oil–water interfaces studied, see Fig. 2D.

(2) Group V includes HC and SAP which showed a purely viscous response at the air–water interface, with very high shear viscosity (which could be measured directly, because $Bo \gg 1$). In this group, only sapindin showed high viscosity, $\approx 1.6 \text{ mPa m s}$, at the C16–water interface (Fig. 2C), whereas the layer formed at the tricaprylin–water interface had a much lower viscosity (Fig. 2D). HC showed no measurable elasticity or viscosity for any of the oil–water interfaces studied.

(3) Group LV (low surface viscosity) includes FD, FS, TT and ASC. These extracts show a detectable viscous response at the air–water interface, but the surface viscosity is rather low ($Bo < 30$). All these saponins showed no measurable elasticity or viscosity at any of the oil–water interfaces studied.

From these results we see that the hydrophobic phase has a remarkably high impact on the shear rheological properties of the saponin adsorption layers. The shear visco-elasticity decreases in the order: air–water $>$ hexadecane–water $>$ tricaprylin–water interface, which agrees with the trend reported by Wojciechowski for the dilatational properties of the QD adsorption layer. Therefore, the hydrophobic phase affects significantly both the shear and dilatational surface properties for all the saponins studied.

Fig. 2 Creep and relaxation of different saponin adsorption layers: (A, B and C) group EV saponins with elasto–viscous properties of the adsorption layers; (C) group V with measurable surface shear viscosity (Sap); (D) group LV with very low shear surface viscosity. The data for other saponins from this group are given in the ESI.† The experimental conditions are: $t_A = 30 \text{ min}$; $t_{CR} = 100 \text{ s}$; torque $M = 1 \text{ mN m}$.
As we are interested mostly in the systems with visco-elastic behaviour, below we focus the study on the saponins from group EV.

3.2. Characterization of saponin group EV in creep-recovery experiments

In our previous creep-recovery experiments\textsuperscript{7,8}, we showed that the layer compliance is described by a single master curve, viz. the rheological parameters are stress-independent, if the applied stress is below a certain critical value, $\tau < \tau_c$. The stress $\tau_c$ was similar in value to the critical stress, $\tau_0$, determined from oscillatory experiments (see Section 3.3). Therefore, both $\tau_c$ and $\tau_0$ characterise the stress which leads to disruption of the layer structure.

Previous experiments showed also that the visco-elastic response of the adsorption layers of QD, escin, TS and GS, formed at the air–water interface, could be described very well by the compound Voigt (CV) model.\textsuperscript{44} The mechanical analogue of this model is a combination of one Maxwell and two parallel Kelvin elements, connected sequentially, see Fig. 4C in ref. 8. No simpler rheological model could describe the observed visco-elastic response of these layers, due to the complex shape of the creep-recovery curves.\textsuperscript{7}

According to the CV model, the compliance during creep, $J_{CR}$, is described by the equation:

$$J(t) = \frac{1}{G_0} + \frac{1}{G_1} \left[ 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{t}{\lambda_1} \right) \right] + \frac{1}{G_2} \left[ 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{t}{\lambda_2} \right) \right] + \frac{t}{\eta_0}$$

and the compliance during recovery is governed by the expression:

$$J_R(t) = \frac{\tau_{CR}}{\eta_0} + \frac{1}{G_1} \left[ 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{\tau_{CR}}{\lambda_1} \right) \right] \exp \left( -\frac{t}{\lambda_1} \right)$$

$$+ \frac{1}{G_2} \left[ 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{\tau_{CR}}{\lambda_2} \right) \right] \exp \left( -\frac{t}{\lambda_2} \right) \quad (5)$$

Here $G_0$, $\eta_0$ and $\lambda_0 = \eta_0/G_0$ are the elastic modulus, viscosity, and relaxation time of the Maxwell element, while $G_i$, $\eta_i$ and $\lambda_i = \eta_i/G_i$ are the respective characteristics of the $i$-th Kelvin element ($i = 1, 2$).

As explained above, the adsorption layers from the QD extract behave as an elasto-viscous body at all the three interfaces studied (Fig. 2A) and the experimental curves are described very well by the CV model. The adsorption layers of TS at air–water and hexadecane–water interfaces are also described well by the CV model, see Fig. 2B. Interestingly, the escin adsorption layer at the hexadecane–water interface could be described by the simpler Burgers model (BM) which is represented as one Maxwell and one Kelvin elements, connected sequentially.\textsuperscript{43}

The rheological response of the BSC adsorption layer at the air–water interface was described as well by the BM and the layer has surface elasticity. At the air–hexadecane interface, the same layer was better described with the Maxwell model (BM without a Kelvin element) with parameters: $G_0 = 27 \pm 5 \text{ mN m}^{-1}$ and $\eta_0 = 10 \pm 1 \text{ mPa s}$.

Thus we see that lower elasticity and simpler rheological response are observed in the transition from air–water to hexadecane–water and tricaprylin–water interfaces.

The rheological parameters, determined at the different interfaces, are compared in Fig. 3 and Table S2 in the ESI.\textsuperscript{1} For QD layers, one can see that the shear elasticities and viscosities decrease by $\approx 2$ times when replacing A–W with the C16–W interface, and further strong reduction is observed for the 3C8–W interface. Even larger effects are observed for the other saponins in this group.

3.3. Characterization of EV adsorption layers in oscillatory experiments

Fig. 4 presents the dependence of the elastic and viscous moduli of different saponins at the C16–W interface, as a function of the strain amplitude, $\gamma_W$, at constant frequency (1 Hz). In Fig. 5 we compare these dependences for QD adsorption layers, formed at A–W, C16–W and 3C8–W interfaces.

In all these systems (except for the BSC layer at the C16–W interface) the elastic modulus at low strain amplitudes is much higher than the viscos modulus, i.e. these layers are predominantly elastic. In all systems, $G'$ and $G''$ remain almost constant at low strain amplitudes, up to 1–2%. At a certain strain, the elastic modulus starts to decrease, while the viscous modulus passes through a maximum. These maxima in $G''$ dependence are explained as arising from the perpetual formation and destruction of the contacts between the structural entities in the slowly deforming layer.\textsuperscript{44,45} In our layers, we expect that $G''$ increases initially, due to the friction between the sliding domains in the slowly sheared adsorption layers, while the layer structure is disrupted significantly after the maximum $G''$, as evidenced by the rapidly decreasing layer elasticity at higher deformation.\textsuperscript{8}

One can define several characteristics of the saponin adsorption layers which can be compared and interpreted from physico-chemical and structural viewpoints:

- $\gamma_0$ is the strain at which the elastic modulus decreases down to 95% of the initial value in the plateau region at $\gamma \rightarrow 0$. We found in ref. 8 that the rheological properties of the adsorption layers are practically the same for all stresses $\tau \leq \tau_0$, where $\tau_0$ is the stress corresponding to $\gamma_0$.
- $\gamma_{CR}$ is the strain at which $G' = G''$ and significant structural changes of the adsorption layers occur. Above the stress $\tau_{CR}$, which corresponds to $\gamma_{CR}$, the adsorption layers become fluid and the elastic structure of the layer is lost. At intermediate stresses $\tau_0 < \tau < \tau_{CR}$, the structural changes in the adsorption layer reduce its stiffness, but the main structure of the layer is preserved and one can describe the rheological response by the same rheological model as for the elastic layer, though with reduced values of the rheological parameters.

Fig. 6 presents a comparison of some of these characteristics for the adsorption layers at air–water, hexadecane–water and tricaprylin–water interfaces, for the different saponins studied. One can see from Fig. 6A that, for a given saponin, the critical strain $\gamma_{CR}$ is not affected by the nature of the hydrophobic phase. In contrast, the values of $\gamma_0$ are strongly affected by the
hydrophobic phase. The values of $\gamma_0$ are much lower for the C16–W interface, compared to the A–W interface for escin and TS, whereas these are similar for QD. A significant decrease of $\gamma_0$ for QD adsorption layers is observed only for the layers formed at the tricaprylin–water interface.

The critical stress $\tau_{CR}$, above which the internal structure of the adsorption layers is completely disrupted, is lower for the C16–W interface, compared to the A–W interface for all these saponins, see Fig. 6B. The effect of the hydrophobic phase is even larger for $\gamma_0$ (except for QD at the C16–W interface), see the full symbols in Fig. 6B.

In Fig. 7 we summarize the surface elastic and viscous moduli for all saponins, for the three interfaces studied. One can see that the various systems demonstrate a wide variety of behaviours, including highly elastic layers (with much lower viscosity), highly viscous layers (with low elasticity), and layers with negligible visco-elasticity. Such a variety of surface properties provides a unique toolbox for studying the complex relationship between the interfacial rheological properties of the saponin solutions, the peculiar properties of saponin-
stabilized drops and bubbles, and the bulk properties of the respective foams and emulsions.

In ref. 4 we have already demonstrated that *Quillaja* saponin layers made a “skin” on the surface of water droplets with subsequent wrinkling upon large surface contraction (see Fig. 9 in ref. 4). Here, as an additional illustration of the peculiar properties of these systems, we show in Fig. 8 the oil droplets of sunflower oil-in-water emulsion, stabilised with QD and BSC
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**Fig. 7** (A) Elastic modulus upon shear deformation and (B) viscous modulus upon shear deformation of various saponins at various interfaces. Values taken for 0.1% shear deformation (in the linear regime) and 1 s period of oscillations.
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**Fig. 8** Micrographs of sunflower oil-in-water emulsion droplets, stabilized by (A) BSC and (B) QD saponins. The droplets have wrinkled surfaces and many are with non-spherical, elongated shape that does not relax for many days, which is indicative for the formation of an elastic adsorption layer with unusual rheological properties at the oil–water interface. The scale bar in the image is 20 μm.

extracts, which have a stable non-spherical shape with wrinkled surface that does not relax for many days. This is a manifestation of the formation of a highly elastic and potentially non-homogeneous surface layer that does not obey the Laplace law of capillarity. The relationship between the interfacial rheological properties and the conditions for the formation of such droplets of peculiar shape is not clear at the moment and we are performing a systematic series of experiments to elucidate this relationship. The analysis of this relationship is complex and goes beyond the scope of the current paper. We could mention now only that the emulsions prepared with the saponin solutions, studied in the current paper, were stable, with a lifetime of days and weeks.

Before entering into the discussion section, we briefly describe the effect of aging (time after pre-shear) of the adsorption layers on their rheological properties. In our previous study we showed that the properties of the saponin adsorption layers formed at the air–water interface change significantly with aging time for saponins with EV behaviour, see Fig. 8 in ref. 8. These changes reflect a slow rearrangement of the saponin molecules in the adsorption layer, at almost fixed saponin adsorption. For the current study, we performed a similar series of oscillatory experiments in which the surface modulus of the adsorption layers at C16–W and 3C8–W interfaces was measured, as a function of time, at constant frequency (1 Hz) and deformation (0.1%). For all the systems with EV behaviour we observed a steady increase of $G'$ over time which was described well by the bi-exponential function (see Fig. S3 in the ESI†):

$$G' = G_0' + G_1'(1 - \exp(-t/t_{R1})) + G_2'(1 - \exp(-t/t_{R2}))$$

where $G_0'$, $G_1'$, and $G_2'$ are the surface elastic moduli, while $t_{R1}$ and $t_{R2}$ are the two characteristic times for rearrangement of the saponin molecules in the adsorption layers. From the best fits to the experimental data we determined the values of the parameters which are summarized in Table S3 in the ESI†.

These results show that $t_{R1}$ and $t_{R2}$ are much longer (scale of hours) than the characteristic relaxation times, $\lambda_i$, determined in the creep-relaxation experiments (seconds to several minutes). Therefore, aging includes very slow processes of building and compaction of the domain structure of the adsorption layers. The characteristic times for QD molecules in the adsorption layers at A–W, C16–W and 3C8–W interfaces are all very similar. On the other hand, $t_{R1}$ is about 2 times longer for the escin adsorption layer and more than 4 times longer for TS layers formed at the C16–W interface, compared to the A–W interface. For TS layers, the hydrophobic phase affects also the second characteristic time, $t_{R2}$. The observed difference between the various saponin extracts is discussed in the following section (3.4).

### 3.4. Molecular interpretation of the observed effects

Two aspects are considered in the current section from the viewpoint of molecular structure and interactions in the adsorption layer: (1) how the oil phase affects the properties of
the adsorption layers of a given saponin and (2) how the saponin molecular structure affects the layer properties.

Aspect (1) can be considered on the basis of the two possible mechanisms, illustrated in Fig. 1. The possible dissolution of saponin components in the oily phase (Fig. 1C and D) was directly checked by placing 0.5 wt% of each saponin extract (as solid powder) in contact with hexadecane or tricaprylin oil, under stirring with a magnetic stirrer for 1 h. Afterwards, these oily phases were stored overnight for sedimentation of the non-dissolved solid particles and a drop of these oily phases was placed in contact with pure water to measure the oil–water interfacial tension. Any reduction of the interfacial tension below that of the pure oil–water interface would indicate dissolution of some saponin components in the oily phase.

These measurements showed that only TS had noticeable dissolution in hexadecane and BSC – in tricaprylin. For all other saponin extracts, the oil–water interfacial tension was not affected by the oil–saponin contact which is a clear indication for the lack of saponin solubility in the oily phase. Thus we can conclude that, for almost all saponin systems studied, the observed lower surface elasticity and viscosity could be explained only by intercalation of oil molecules between the adsorbed saponin molecules, Fig. 1A and B.

The experimental results indicate that the intercalation of hexadecane molecules weakens the interactions between the saponin molecules in the adsorption layers (Fig. 9A and B), but without destroying the layer structure and the layers preserve their visco-elastic nature. The observed effect of tricaprylin is more dramatic, probably because the polar heads of the triglyceride molecules tend to be in contact with the water molecules at the interface, as shown in Fig. 9C. Such deep penetration of the bulky tricaprylin molecules inside the adsorption layer should lead to much larger spacing between the adsorbed saponin molecules and strongly reduced interactions, just as observed experimentally. Indeed, the comparison of the surface tension isotherms of tea saponin at air–water and tricaprylin–water interfaces showed that the slope of the dependence of the interfacial tension vs. logarithm of surfactant concentration is about 50% larger for the air–water interface. According to the Gibbs adsorption equation, this larger slope corresponds to larger area per molecule in the adsorption layer at the oil–water interface.

Only for TS at the hexadecane–water interface and for BSC at the tricaprylin–water interface we could not determine unambiguously which of the two mechanisms is dominant – the observed solubility of these saponins in the oil phase keeps the possibility open that the mechanism of partial dissolution shown in Fig. 1D could be also important, besides the intercalation mechanism shown in Fig. 1B.

Aspect (2) concerns the effect of saponin molecular structure on the layer rheological properties. As explained in our previous study,8 the layers of escin, TS and QD exhibit high visco-elasticity, most probably due to formation of strong intermolecular hydrogen bonds between the sugar chains of the nicely packed neighbouring molecules in the adsorption layers. The latter explanation is supported by the fact that the elastic properties of these layers are lost when a chaotropic agent urea (known to disrupt the hydrogen bonds) is placed in the aqueous phase, see Fig. 10.

As discussed in ref. 7 and 8, the monodesmosidic escin and tea saponins (with one oligosaccharide chain) are packed at the air–water interface in side-on configuration (Fig. 9A) with an area per molecule of around 0.5 nm², whereas the bidesmosidic QD is in a lay-on configuration (Fig. 9D) with an area per molecule of ≈1 nm². The current study shows that the monodesmosidic saponins had a much lower visco-elastic modulus at...

Fig. 9 Schematic presentation of the structure of the saponin adsorption layers for (A–C) monodesmosidic saponins escin and TS, and (D) bidesmosidic saponin QD at various interfaces.
the oil–water interface, as compared to the air–water interface. In contrast, the modulus of the bidesmosidic QD layer was only moderately lower for the hexadecane–water interface and still significant for the tricaprylin–water interface. All relaxation times for QD are weakly affected by the hydrophobic phase which was not the case for the other saponins. Thus we can see that the lay-on configuration of QD saponins is significantly less affected by the nature of the hydrophobic phase. Apparently, the two sugar chains attached to the aglycone of the QD molecules act as “anchors” and fix better the QD molecules to the interface, thus reducing the effect of the oil molecules.

At the end, let us discuss briefly the relevance of the mechanisms shown in Fig. 1 to the other main systems mentioned in the Introduction. Proteins are typically insoluble in oil phases. Therefore, the intercalation of oil molecules between the adsorbed protein molecules is the only possible mechanism for these systems (Fig. 1B).

For the mixtures of ionic surfactant + fatty acids, very high surface dilatational moduli were reported for the air–water interface, of the order of 100–300 mN m\(^{-1}\). For the current study we measured the surface modulus for the same systems (by the oscillating drop method) at hexadecane–water and tricaprylin–water interfaces and found that the surface moduli were strongly reduced to <5 mN m\(^{-1}\). The fatty acids used as surfactants in these systems are known to have rather high solubility in oily phases. Therefore, for these systems we can see that both mechanisms are operative, as shown in Fig. 1, because the extraction of the surfactant molecules is accompanied also by intercalation of oil molecules between the chains of the main surfactant. The latter assumption is supported by measurements of other authors\(^*\) which showed that the area per molecule of surfactants is usually larger at oil–water interfaces, as compared to the air–water interface. Similar is the mechanistic explanation for the other types of nonionic surfactant (dodecanol, tetradecanol) widely used in foam studies and applications.

### 4. Main results and conclusions

In this article we compared the shear rheological properties of saponin adsorption layers at air–water, hexadecane–water and tricaprylin–water interfaces. Eight triterpenoid and three steroid saponins are compared. The main conclusions could be summarized as follows:

In all experiments, the steroid saponins (TT, FS and FD) had very low shear interfacial viscosity and no measurable elasticity.

Three of the triterpenoid saponins showed visco-elastic behaviour at the hexadecane–water interface. These were two monodesmosidic saponins (TS and ESC) and one bidesmosidic saponin (QD), all of which share the same aglycone (triterpenoid, oleanane type). The obtained results show that the layers of the monodesmosidic saponins are affected to a much higher degree by their contact with hexadecane and tricaprylin, as compared to the bidesmosidic saponin with the same aglycone. The oil molecules get intercalated in the adsorption layer and perturb strongly the packing of the monodesmosidic molecules at the interface, thus weakening the interactions between them (Fig. 9A–C). In contrast, the orientation of the bidesmosidic molecules at the interface is better fixed by the two oligosaccharide chains in the molecules – as a result, the layer structure and rheological behaviour are less dependent on the nature of the non-aqueous phase (Fig. 9D).

The possible mechanisms behind the observed trends are discussed, Fig. 1 and 9, and a comparison with other systems forming visco-elastic adsorption layers (proteins, mixtures of ionic + nonionic surfactants) was performed and is discussed in Section 3.4.

The observed variety of interfacial rheological properties (see Fig. 7) shows that the saponins present a unique series of structurally similar molecular systems which cover all major types of surface visco-elastic behaviour. This variety of properties makes saponins particularly suitable for studying the intriguing and still poorly understood relationship between the interfacial rheological properties and the properties of drops and bubbles, emulsions and foams (e.g. Fig. 8).
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